
Software is not the mission. Your mission is the mission. Stop struggling with 
software and IT and get back to what matters most - the mission.

Defense Unicorns builds open source technologies to deliver and integrate software and AI capability into production 
for national security systems at speed and scale. We are the leading experts in delivery to air gapped and disconnected 
systems, supporting our customers - Mission Heroes.

Securing The Mission

Software delivery for national security has unique challenges: diverse infrastructures, limited or no access to the 
internet, integration at scale, cyber security compliance, and system operators trained in mission effects, not IT. 

Unicorn Delivery Service (UDS) solves these hurdles by making secure software delivery easy - empowering mission 
operators wherever their mission lives. UDS removes the complexity and inefficiencies of government secure technology 
stacks. Seamlessly integrating mission capabilities with an open-source 800-53 compliant platform 
(70% NIST Compliant) and Infrastructure as Code (IaC) for your target environment, UDS creates a secure, declarative 
software bundle repeatedly deployable to all your environments – without vendor locking your mission.

Unicorn Delivery Service

Capabilities With Impact
Whatever software your mission needs, Defense Unicorns can deliver it securely, and effectively with UDS.

Solutions Powered by UDS

You’re never locked into any one decision, and you always 
own your data for any system.

Freedom of Choice & Independence
Secure software delivered quickly and cost-effectively 
while accelerating Authority To Operate (ATO) timelines.

Deploy Complex Software Fast

We ensure easy, secure, and cost-efficient scaling with our 
preconfigured systems, adaptable to any infrastructure.

Scale Systems Efficiently
Prioritizing extreme usability to lower the barrier of entry, 
our solutions enable warfighters to focus on their mission.

Avoid The Talent Gap

Cloud On-Prem Tactical Edge

Generative AI for your infrastructure to accelerate the understanding of complex mission data and 
streamline your decision-making process

LeapfrogAI

Fully portable and pre-configured DevSecOps platform that accelerates delivery into secure production
environments

Software Factory

Choose your own mission capability - The software your mission operators need for success, delivered to 
any environment your mission requires

Your App, Your Environment

Secure Your Mission Today   |   DefenseUnicorns.com

Currently Supporting
Space Force   |   Navy    |   Army   |   Air Force


